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Unit
1 Weather (p6–13)

Grammar

Vocabulary

Present simple and present
continuous: state and action
verbs

The weather

Present simple and present
continuous: questions

2 People (p14–21)

Past simple: time
expressions

UNITS 1–6

Reading

Internet news reports about
Modifiers: quite, very, really, extreme weather
extremely
Magazine interview with a
Adventure holiday activities documentary film-maker

Listening
News report about a
hurricane

Guidebook entry

Personality adjectives

Past continuous

Newspaper article about a
marathon winner

Speaking/
Pronunciation

Scenario

Discussing extreme weather

Latin American adventure

Key language: Agreeing and
Talking about different
types of weather and season disagreeing
preferences
Task: Designing a holiday
Pronunciation: intonation for
agreeing/disagreeing

Interview with a marathon
winner

Biography of Frida Kahlo

Talking about Mother Teresa Sharing a flat
Discussing creativity and
creative people

(p22–29)

Articles

The media

Relative pronouns

Nouns: photography /
photographer
TV programmes

Key language: Describing
people

Using your dictionary:
Understanding meaning
A guidebook entry
Linkers: and, but, also, when

Learning styles and
strategies

Task: Choosing a new
flatmate

Keeping a learning diary
Linkers: until, at first, then,
at the moment, afterwards

Discussing types of media

That’s entertainment!

Working with others

Talking about news
companies

Key language: Making
suggestions

A TV programme review

Pronunciation: was/were,
word stress

3 The Media

Study & Writing
skills

Webpage interview with a
media worker

Interview with a media
worker

Article about news
organisations around the
world

A lecture to students on a
language course

Podcast directory for a
healthcare charity

Podcast extracts: healthcare Talking about life
charity workers
experiences

Pronunciation: sentence
stress

Task: Planning a TV
programme

Review Units 1–3 (p30–31)

4 Health (p32–33)

Present perfect (1): time
expressions

Medical words

Present perfect (2): for and
since

Magazine article about food
for a healthy mind

Discussing food and diets
Pronunciation: intonation in
yes/no questions

5 Natural world
(p40–47)

Comparison: comparatives
and superlatives, less, the
least

Landscapes

Expressions of quantity

Animals

Adjectives to describe
places
Nouns and verbs: damage
n/v

6 Society and
family (p48–55)

will, might and may:
predictions
First conditional

Ages

Text from a travel book
about Bora Bora
Magazine article about
animal invaders

An advert for an institute of
Negative adjectives: un- and future analysis
-less
Newspaper article about low
birth rate in Germany

TV programme about
islands

Discussing islands

Describing places
Tutorial discussing problems Talking about animals
with time management

Key language: Giving advice
and reasons

Guessing the meaning of
unknown words

Task: Giving health advice

A thank you email

Animals online

Time management

Key language: Describing
photographs
Task: Choosing photos for a
website

A comparative essay
Linkers: in contrast, but and
whereas

Talking about the changes
technology has brought in
life

Family matters

Correcting your writing

Discussing family life and
different types of families

Task: Speaking on a talk
show

Pronunciation: weak forms

Meeting between a
futurologist and a business
investor

Health at work

Key language: Expressing
opinions

An article
Linkers: so, as, however,
because of

Pronunciation: what’ll, word
linking
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Unit
7 Science (p58–65)

UNITS 7–12

Grammar

Vocabulary

Reading

Listening

Speaking/
Pronunciation

must and have to

Science and crime

TV programme reviews

had to and could

Nouns, adjectives and verbs
with prepositions

Webpage biography of
Stephen Hawking

Interview with a forensic
scientist

Discussing rules and
regulations in everyday life
Talking about attitudes to
science

Newspaper article about
problems for women in
science in the UK

8 The night
(p66–73)

9 Work and
industry (p74–81)

Ideas and innovations

Making notes

Key language: Developing an
argument
Describing charts
Task: Choosing the best
invention

Talking about sleep

A night out

Magazine article about
people who work at night

Problem solving

Key language: Expressing
preferences

A Maori legend

Pronunciation: Intonation in
Wh- questions

Task: Planning a night out

A story
Time expressions

Ranking criteria for a job

Import-export

Giving a short talk

Asking people if they used
to …

Key language: Negotiating

Verb patterns

Sleep

Email exchange

Future intentions: going to,
hoping to, would like to

-ing/-ed adjectives

used to

Work

Company email

Present simple passive

Compound nouns

Webpage about the uses of
gold in industry

Business

Pronunciation: Voiced/
unvoiced consonant pairs

Scenario

Study & Writing
skills

A talk about sleep

Consultant interviewing
employees

Process of the early stages of
chocolate making

Improving your memory

Task: Making a deal

Describing a process
Linkers

An Olympic bid

Improving your listening
Predicting content,
Predicting vocabulary,
Importance markers

Talking about industry
Pronunciation: used to,
sentence stress in proposals

Review Units 7–9 (p82–83)

10 Global affairs
(p84–91)

Present continuous for
future arrangements

People and organisations
Adjectives

Past simple passive

11 The
environment

Encyclopaedia entry about
the United Nations

Conversation about a
schedule

History of Microsoft

A talk about Interpol

Present perfect continuous

Global warming

Essay about global warming

Phrasal verbs

Containers and materials

Email correspondence about
packaging

(p92–99)

Documentary about global
warming

Action group newsletter

General discussion about
the United Nations

Key language: Adding
Talking about big businesses emphasis
and globalisation
Task: Making a presentation
Pronunciation: Pausing and
emphatic stress

A for and against essay
Linkers: although, on the
other hand, therefore

Talking about the causes and Local regeneration
effects of global warming
Key language: Question tags
Discussing ways to reduce
Task: Allocating funds
waste

Exploring reading texts
A report

Pronunciation: Intonation in
question tags

12 Sport (p100–107)

Second conditional

Sports

too and enough

Personality types

Open letter to the Prime
Minister

Current affairs programme
on TV

Talking about sports

Sports psychology

What would you do if …

Magazine article about
female football fans

Lecture: Giving students
advice about an English
exam

Discussion about the FIFA
Football World Cup

Key language: Conversation
fillers

An advert for a sports
psychologist

Task: Doing a survey

Doing exams
A formal email
Register, Punctuation

Pronunciation: Intonation in
lists
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